Work Sheets

Art I                                                                                                  Date: ____________
Name: _________________________             Period: __________

**Warm-up:**

Unscramble the names of the West African countries listed below:

1. Liam
2. baigam
3. nagha
4. gireian
5. genlaes
6. eainu
7. goot
8. ienbn
9. morecoan
10. giren
11. oetc voirdei
12. hcad
Write the names of the West African countries in the appropriate spot of that country on the map. Look at the previous map to identify the countries.
Students’ Gallery

Netsanet’s pillow

Mayra’s pillow
Kendall’s pillow

Kendall and pillow
Juana’s pillow

Irving’s pillow
Edwin’s pillow

Some students work
Personalized Symbols
Assessment

The overall execution of this unit was educational. The students learned more about a culture and its people that they would ordinarily get in their other classes. The actual production part of the lesson was hands for the students and the teacher. The students moved around a lot to get materials to and from their printing stations and interact with the teacher in order to stay on task. The lessons worked well, however, the class was too large for this unit because they were thirty-two students.

The students were graded on the warm-ups by how many correct answers the give. They also had to complete a short self-assessment on the completed works of art at the end of the assignment.

Name: ____________________________   Date: _____________  
Lesson Unit: _______________________   Period: ___________

Complete the rubric on the lesson on the Africa Unit. Rate your overall input from 3 being the highest to 0 being not completed.

1. Creativity    3  2  1  0  
2. Craftsmanship   3  2  1  0  
3. Follow direction  3  2  1  0  
4. Research      3  2  1  0  
5. On Task       3  2  1  0  

Total points         ________